
 

Board Minutes – February 2013 Meeting 

 

We met at the Armory at 7:30 February 6.  In attendance were Todd E., Pavlos P., Frank F., Scott B., 

Brendon, Lucas F., Joe M. and Jeff M.  David Crosbie arrived later in the meeting. 

Will Thalheimer visited and proposed formation of a committee to  revamp the player evaluation 

process.  The committee will make recommendations to the full board.  Todd and Will agreed that Will 

will send Todd a call for volunteers and Todd will send it to the SYSL coaching community. 

Pavlos reported we have 770 registrants – “Way beyond my imagination.”  Pavlos said extending the 

deadline seems to have worked; registration is essentially wrapped up.  Registration of U5 girls and U6 

girls is up; U7 girl enrollment is down.   

Pavlos said it is very important to have to good age coordinators. 

Pavlos said there were just 10 paper registrations. 

Pavlos said where families miss the Feb. 16 registration deadline, we will assign them to a wait list.  

Families must pay the registration fee to get on the wait list, which can be refunded.   

Jeff said it’s important to understand MYSA rules for team size and be sure we’re in conformity. 

In response to a question from Paul, Pavlos said we have 15 BU14 players. 

A discussion ensued of the challenges of aligning girls and coach at the upper levels.  We have 22 GU16 

girls and 11 GU18 girls. 

On the financial aid front, Pavlos reporting receiving 65 financial aid applications, up from 52 last season   

The next topic was what kind of incentives to provide coaches for getting licenses.  Sports Manager 

unfortunately has no capacity for coach registration, i.e., keeping track of who has and hasn’t received 

the training and licensure we’d like them to get. 

Jeff said we’re paying $90 for the licensure course AND offering a uniform discount. 

Pavlos said 50 percent of recipients contributed something to their participation costs.  20 percent asked 

for uniform help.   

Pavlos said we are the only town that advertises financial; a discussion ensued as to whether we want to 

do more to advertise its availability, but there was no agreement that we should. 

$4781 was distributed in grants; $821 was contributed by recipients; and we received $1,100 in 

voluntary contributions. 



Pavlos said people are increasingly finding out out about financial aid via google…we are getting very 

few applications via paper, and he would like to go completely online.  

Pavlos said people who filed past the financial aid deadline this year will be considered approved for 

next year.   

A discussion arose as to the desirability of eliminating full financial aid.  Joe McMcMahon spoke of 

families who get full aid and uniform aid and then do not show up to play.  The possibility was raised as 

to a $15 per-child in town minimum contribution for the first child, $5 for each additional child; $25 and 

$15 for travel teams, again with the idea that paying in would increase buy-in. 

Jeff M. raised the possibility of a uniform-recycling program to save costs and make better use of 

resources.  He said it’s something he’ll pursue. 

Paul and Pavlos debated the proper level for aid support.   

Craig suggested a thank-you to voluntary contributors on the site, in the same venue as contributions 

were solicited. 

Pavlos said he’s adjusting prospective financial aid grants so that the increase in recipients results in a 

level cost to the SYSL budget.   

Pavlos also said we need a new financial coordinator. 

Board members agreed that they would study the financial aid numbers and Pavlos’ recommendations 

for new fees. 

Pavlos said we also need a new volunteer for CORI coordinator.  It is not at all good to have coaches and 

assistant coaches out there not on our official roster – it means they’re not CORI cleared or insured! 

Jeff presented the work of the Bylaws committee – the third draft of the committee’s work.  He solicited 

ideas for updates from board members, and Todd said a meeting would be scheduled specifically to 

incorporate those suggestions into a final bylaws draft for presentation to the full board.   After the 

board votes on the bylaws, presumably at the March meeting, they will go before the SYSL Annual 

meeting for approval by the members.  As defined by our understanding of our current bylaws, 

members are Directors, coaches and volunteers of SYSL. 

Frank gave the January treasurer’s report.  He reported $21,111.23 in income and $7,461.13 in 

expenses.  Our spring registration costs with MYSA were $6,870.  Among anticipated coming expenses 

are $2,700 in school gym rental and $5,400 in uniforms. 

MYSA is asking us to pay for assistant referees, which is new.  The cost for five assistants was $805.  

Frank would like to get supporting paperwork for reimbursement for individuals taking the referee 

course.  David Crosbie reported some vagaries and confusion with the referee registration and 

reimbursement system under MYSA. 



Paul said his inquiries as to moving to a 4 x 4 – pug goal system at the lower level brought the feedback 

that it’s too big a change too soon to do it in the spring – so best to roll it out in the fall if we go that 

way. 

Discussion now commenced as to how to make coaches’ participation in the MPS coaching sessions 

more robust, orderly and satisfactory for all parties.  Scott said we need to better rationalize timing of 

the sessions – getting everyone involved to understand they have a 15-minute pad between games for 

the sessions, and getting more cooperation and enthusiasm from coaches about making the tight time 

windows work.  We need to convey that MPS is part of the coaching experience. 

Members praised the quality of the MPS coaching-curriculum written material, and a desire was 

expressed to have copies printed and bound for our coaches.   

Brendon briefed members on MYSA matters, the most significant of which is a fourfold increase in the 

cost for pass cards.  That question is about to come to a MYSA vote.   

Lucas said uniforms for the spring are now on order. Todd and Jeff said uniform distribution can be a 

good “carrot” for participation in Coaches Night; Jeff said that system works well in youth hockey.   

Todd said we are hoping to come up with a plan so coaches can get in some pre-season practice time on 

turf.  We are also looking into the possibility of obtaining some indoor space, which is available under 

the auspices of conditioning programs. 

Scott said Marco is prepared to line the fields; there is no expectation the city will. 

Todd said we still need H.R. and community relations volunteers. 

Jeff asked if we wanted to take the Revolution up on their offer of low-cost ticket packages for coaches, 

but enthusiasm was limited. 

David Crosbie updated us on efforts to conform our financial reporting to the requirements doing our 

first 990 filing, as we cross the threshold into becoming a properly-qualified 501.c.3 organization.  He 

said we have one more statement to go and we will be ready to close out the 2012 books and do a 

straight IRS filing.  He will send the board that final ’12 statement for board approval and the filing.   

The board adjourned at 9:35 pm with the intention of meeting again on March 6 at 7:30. 

 

  


